In this paper the author shows:
Introduction
Let ^ be a compact covering of a space X. Then X is said to have the weak topology with respect to ^ if U c X is open (closed) in X whenever t/nC is open (closed) in C for each C e W. Following Arhangelskii [1] such a covering is called a /c-system. We recall that a space A' is a k-space if it has the weak topology with respect to the cover consisting of all compact subsets of X. Then a space with a Â>system is precisely a /c-space. If W is point-countable (countable), X is said to have a point-countable k-system (be a kw-space). Recall a space X has countable tightness (t(X) < <y) if whenever x e A , then x e C for some countable C c A. Arhangelskii [2] has shown that Xw has a /c-system if A' is a locally compact space. Y. Tanaka has shown that if X has a point-countable /c-system and t(X) < oe, then Xw has a /c-system if and only if X is locally compact. In [3] [4] [5] Tanaka posed the following question:
Let X have a (point-) countable /c-system. Then is X locally compact if Xw has a /c-system? In this paper we give a negative answer under (CH). Namely, under (CH), there is a /cw-space X which is not locally compact, but Xw has a /c-system.
Results
For the ordinal co2 + 1, let Z be the topological sum of countably many copies of [0, w2] with the order topology. Then let X be the quotient space obtained from Z by identifying all the oe2 's. Let f:Z^X be a canonical projection. Then / is a closed mapping and I is a /cw-space. Let i? = {C" = (ji<n[0, co2]¡; n < w} ; then W is a countable /c-system of Z. It will not cause confusion if we denote a /c-system of I by ?. Let fêm = {Ui<(ü Cn> ; C", € f} ; then W°> is a fc-system of the space Z03 and ^ is a compact covering of the space Xe0 . /: Z -> A" is a continuous mapping, and so is f» = n/<<8 fi ■ Zw -Xa y where /, = /. (
Hence Í7 is a neighborhood of the point x in Xw .
(B) x = (a>2, oe2, ...) -(oe2). First we prove that there is an N < oe such that for each \\i<wCn¡ G Ww, there is a ô e[0, co2) with
Suppose that for each n < co there is a Yli<0) C«, e W° such that for each
Then there is a ys = (ô[, 0'2, ... , ô'n , xsx, xS2, ...) such that Case 1. \B"\ < N2. By \%f\ = K2 there is an xv, which repeats at least N2 times in 5« . Then the point xv, = (ßx, co2, ß2, co2, ..., ß" , co2, xnX, x"2,... ), x«,. e X, i < co, and /?,e (ô,■, a¡], i = 1,2,..., n. If some 2/cth (/c < n) coordinate of x"* is not co2 , then let this 2/cth (/c < n) coordinate be a and &x = {Ve&;VDVa+x}.
Since ^ is linearly ordered by inclusion, |Sfci | < Ni ; therefore, xv< repeats at most Ni times in {xv G B" ; F G ^1}. Hence there is a r5 > a+ 1 such that x"á = x"<. On the other hand, if a G V¿ = (Ji<(0[ö, w2],, then a > ó > a+1, which is a contradiction. By the x"< G ß" and B"nU = 0, it follows that x"' 0 U. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (ax, to2, ... , an, co2, an+x, co2, ...) e U. Second, we look for a neighborhood IF of (ax, co2,..., a" , co2,...) in Xe0 such that W c U. We already showed that there is an N < co and a Si G (0, a¡), i = 1, 2, ... , N, such that for each S-G (o¡, a¡], i = l ,2, ... , N, there exists a F e ^ with {ô'x} x V x {ô'2} x V x • • • x {Ô'N} x V x X x X x ■ ■ ■ c U. On the other hand,
a"]|<Ni < N2.
Then (D) In general, if x G U, we can show that U is a neighborhood of x in X" by using the technique of (B) or (C).
Remark. In the previous theorem, we can replace "not locally compact" by "not even a /c'-space". Indeed, let Zo = [1, coo] , Z" = [0, <y2]« for n = 1, 2, ... , with order topology. Let Z be the topological sum of Z", i < co; then Z is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Let Y be the quotient space obtained from Z by identifying each " n " in Z0 and " co2 " in Z" for « = 1,2, .... Then Y is a Zc^-space but not a /c'-space. In fact, co0 G U,<tJ0> w2)i but &>o £ ATI (U«<ß)[0> <y2)") for each compact subset K c Y. Let g: Y -» T/[l, eurj] = X be a canonical projection. Then g is a prefect mapping, as is gw . Since Xw has a /c-system, so does Yw . Then T has the desired property.
